Dove prospects on public lands are better than the last few seasons

This year’s dove hunting season forecast is one of generally good news for Southern California dove hunters who hunt the public hunting areas. Across the board, conditions are better than last year and better than the last several seasons in many spots.

The maps, normally a part of this issue, are not included in this summary for 2019 because they are nearly identical to last year’s issue. If you need the detailed maps and aerial images of the public hunting areas, the 2018 issue (along with the 2017 edition) is still on the Outdoor News Service’s Western Birds page.

This is the region-by-region update to those issues:

**Imperial Valley**

The number one destination for Southern California hunters, the Imperial Valley draws thousands of sportsmen opening day. The major destinations include the fields planted by Desert Wildlife Unlimited (DWU), a volunteer group in the valley, and the Imperial Valley Area’s Wister Unit fields and the Finney-Ramer Unit fields.

**DWU Fields:** A major effort spearheaded by Leon Lesicka and Rob Yates, both of DWU, has revived the public hunting fields in the north end of the Imperial Valley for 2019.

DWU planted 20 plots of wheat on the private ground this year. The fields are all located along Highway 111 between the Wister Unit of the Imperial Valley Wildlife Area (on the south end of the Salton Sea) and the town of Calipatria. The map to these fields is available at the above link, the Department of Fish and Wildlife’s website, and throughout the Imperial Valley at local businesses.

Yates said that last year the fields were generally poor to fair for dove hunting. The problem? The Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW), which provides grant money to DWU to purchase the seed planted in these fields didn’t come in time and most fields had no plantings. While volunteer seed plants that came up and were mowed and thinned before last year’s season opener, the hunting was mediocre at best on most plots.

Yates said 2019 is a different story. All of the fields were planted on time and all have been cut since mid-August, giving the doves plenty of time to find the feed and aggregate on the fields in big numbers.

“We try to cut early enough so the birds find the fields and use them, but not so early that they eat everything and move on. We tried selling tickets to the birds to limit how many came to each field, but that didn’t work out so well,” joked Yates.

His bottom line reeked with enthusiasm. Yates simply summed it up by saying “there are just birds everywhere.”

“I’ve been out the last three evenings checking on the fields and posting up the public hunting signs, and the fields look awesome. I’m seeing hundreds and hundreds of dove,” said Yates on Thursday morning. He said he thought the days of 30 minute, 15-bird limits on these fields were back.

Earlier this month when I spoke with Yates, he was a little concerned that monsoon rains and winds would run a lot of the birds out of the area.

“We haven’t had any storms, and it looks like we won’t get any. So it looks good, really good,” said Yates.

**Imperial Wildlife Area:** While the DFW promised last year there would be more field planted for dove on the Wister Unit of the Imperial Wildlife Area, there has actually been a reduction of three fields from last year.

The two fields that have been planted again are at the north end of the Wister Unit right along Highway 111 (and just across the road from the most northerly fields done by DWU). On the waterfowl hunting map, they are field 413 East and 312A. Both have been knocked and are attracting a lot of birds.

**Borders/Imperial Valley**

The big news in this region is the growth of Palo Verde Ecologic Reserve or the DWU fields in the Imperial Valley. Old timers remember what it was like to hunt around really crowded public fields, when the distance between hunters on some fields was better measured in feet rather than in yards. Just something to think about.

Are the public fields really all that crowded?

In 2018, the federal government reported that California had 50,100 dove hunters and that they harvested 766,900mourning doves for the entire season. That works out to a 15.3-bird-per-hunter season average.

In 1968 the state did the dove survey, and that year a total of 263,300 dove hunters took to the field. During that season they bagged an incredible 4.4 million doves, which is a 16.9 bird season average.

Think about those numbers for a second. There were six times more dove hunters in 1968 than in 2018.

Six times!

Imagine what it would be like to put six times more dove hunters around the fields at the Palo Verde Ecologic Reserve or the DWU fields in the Imperial Valley and Blythe/Palo Verde region are each year.

Are the public fields really all that crowded?

That is a valid question. We all hear about how crowded the public dove hunting fields are in the Imperial Valley and Blythe region are each year.

But I guess its really a matter of perspective.

If you are one of those hunters who抱怨 the “mobs” and the shot raining down and the occasional peppering from a hunter shooting at a bird -- not even necessarily a low bird -- from across a big field, here is some data that might make you appreciate what we have today.

It also might make you realize that our hunter ranks have shrunken to the point of disappearing in two generations.

Dove hunting data compiled over the years by both the state and federal governments tell the story by the numbers.

Going back 50 years and comparing data from the 2018 season with the data from the 1968 season is an interesting exercise.

**Blythe/Palo Verde Region**

The new addition is available here on the DFW’s website.

Even more public hunting spots. A new map of the wildlife area showing the new addition is [available here](#) on the DFW’s website.

For 2019, new DFW biologist Ryan Pete said the usual habitat and weather systems have combined to make for a really good season for Blythe and the Southern California dove hunters. The seed crops attract doves like magnets.
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more hunters on the other public fields, but with the better feed crops at DWU fields allowing hunters to spread out more, it should not be any more crowded than last season.

The two fields that have been planted again are at the north end of the Wister Unit right along Highway 111 (and just across the road from the most northerly fields done by DWU). On the waterfowl hunting map, they are field 413 East and 312A. Both have been knocked and are attracting a lot of birds.

**Blythe/Palo Verde Region**

The big news in this region is the growth of Palo Verde Ecologic Reserve (PVER) since last dove season, The Wildlife Conservation Board approved the purchase of 328 acres along the Colorado River between 6th and 8th Avenues.

(Here’s a [link to a story on the acquisition.])

While this news is not significant for this season because the fields are supposedly fallow right now (although there were rumors of strips of wheat planted for this year, I haven’t been able to verify that), the DFW is already planning to continue its efforts to restore native riparian and desert scrub habitat. There may also be some fields planted in the future on this new ground that will give dove hunters in this region even more public hunting spots. A new map of the wildlife area showing the new addition is [available here](#) on the DFW’s website.

For 2019, new DFW biologist Ryan Pete said the usual area at the extreme north end of the wildlife area of 2nd Avenue (see last year’s map and aerial photos) was planted in wheat again this year. The grain crops were knocked over (Continued on page 4, see Dove prospects....)
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down in big strips over two weeks ago, and the birds were stacking up on the grain in big numbers — perhaps in even greater abundance than last season.

The southerly fields between 6th and 10th Avenues were planted in a mix of wheat and milo. It also has been cut/thrashed and the number of birds here is exceptional. As noted in past issues, these fields are best accessed off 9th Avenue. There is a cattail marsh between 10th Avenue and the planted fields, and access is impossible by vehicle and difficult (wet) by foot.

“The dove are really thick already in these areas, and while I’m new here, I’ve been told we’re seeing slightly more doves on the area than last year,” said Trakes. “Conditions are excellent with plenty of food and water for them.”

Trakes said between the wheat and safflower planted throughout the wildlife area, dove weed across the upland birds side of the wildlife area, and the volunteer seed crops that came up after the good winter and spring rains, there are a lot of doves using the wildlife area.

Trakes said cutting has been late this year because of so much over-your-head growth of sunflowers and other plants.

W ESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY

The San Jacinto Wildlife Area (near Lake Perris) should be good this year, according to Tom Trakes, the DFW supervisor managing the facility.

“There are a lot of birds,” said Trakes. “Conditions are excellent with plenty of food and water for them.”

Trakes said the wheat plantation that has been kept mostly uncut and has historically had good evening shoots as birds come back from feeding across the desert to water and roost in the evenings. The addition of farm fields planted with grain crops the last several years (with varying degrees of success) has made this area even better for dove hunters. This field (shown on last year’s map) is on the west side of Harvard Road and there is a parking area adjacent to the field. Last season’s crop was mediocre at best, and the hunting was just fair, but Kenyon expected this season to be better. Although the seed crop was not as good as hoped it was still pretty decent. Portions of the field were cut (an earlier cut would have been ideal for dove opener), and this area is holding a pretty fair number of birds.
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the historic San Jacinto River channel on the west side of Davis Road. The grain fields in this area were mostly mowed in the past week. 3) The tree line along the San Jacinto River channel west of Davis Road. Birds have been using this tree and brush line for perching and as a flyway.

Trakes said he was disappointed with the fields off Bridge Street this year, mostly because they had been unable to mow the area until late this week. So much sunflower came up that it created a jungle, but with mowing going on just Thursday and Friday this week, Trakes didn’t think the birds would be able to pile up on the field until well after opener.

However, there were a decent number of doves using the olive trees at the green gate on Bridge Street while the tractor was working late this week.

This Bridge Street area was so wet, they were unable to get a tractor in there to mow earlier. This also led to the over-your-head growth of sunflowers and other plants.

N ORTHERN S AN BERNARDINO COUNTY

At Camp Cady Wildlife Area east of Barstow, Bruce Kenyon said there were “a lot more birds that last year,” and that the fields were planted early this year and were holding a lot of dove. Kenyon, a volunteer from Quail Forever, has been keeping the operation running the last several seasons.

Cady is a little-known wildlife area along the Mojave River nestled between Afton Canyon and Newberry Springs. It has a number of ponds and good roosting trees along the river channel and has historically had good evening shoots of doves. Kenyon said there were “a lot more birds that last year,” and that the fields were planted early this year and were holding a lot of dove. Kenyon, a volunteer from Quail Forever, has been keeping the operation running the last several seasons.
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